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Outer Fabric pattern dimensions
Cut 2 pieces of the long strip, 
one in clean cloth and one in raw patchwork

Lining Fabric dimensions: Cut 2 pieces for both

side 
cut 2

front 
cut 4

side 
cut 2

2 pieces will be in 
clean cloth and the 
other 2 pieces will 
be made up of raw 
patchwork



Place pattern piece over denim backing fabric, mark with chalk and cut. 

Create your own patchwork fabric by assembling denim scraps on top 
of backing fabric in pattern of your choosing. Play with di�erent washes, 
textures and incorporate hardware remnants etc to create your desired 
e�ect. Make sure that pieces are layered in a way that ensures no gaps 
in the fabric and that all pieces are laying as �at as possible. 

Pin scraps together and stitch around the edge of each scrap using a 
straight stitch, making sure all pieces are attached to each other secure-
ly. Continue to build up layers till desired e�ect is achieved. Remove 
pins and trim any unwanted loose threads 

Cut out plain side of bag from denim using the pattern piece. Match up 
patchworked side with plain side, right sides together, and pin together. 
Straight stitch two sides together with 1cm seam allowance. Press seam 
to one side and topstitch in place, placing edge of foot on seam line. 
Press full panel to ensure surface is all laying �at. 

At bottom edge of panel, mark 10cm ( 4 inches)  away from each side of 
the central seam line. Mark down 5cm (2 inches) from top of panel; this 
is where your stitch line will end. On this line, mark 7.5cm (3 inches) 
away from each side of the central seam line, and join line to marks at 
bottom edge. Place each end of strap at bottom edge of bag and lay 
along chalk line; webbing is too thick to pin so mark in place with chalk 
if needed. Stitch down the edge of each strap, stopping 2 inches down 
from top edge of panel, ensuring straps are lying �at and not twisted.

Repeat for other side of the bag.

Cut out the two side panels using pattern piece. Repeat step 2 for one 
of the side panels of bag, leaving you with one patchworked base panel 
and one plain, which are then stitched together right sides together 
with 1cm seam allowance. 



If using label from purchased kit,  pin onto front panel of bag in desired 
position and stitch around edges of label to secure.

Pin long edge of side panel around edge of front panel of bag, right sides 
together, taking care not to stretch fabric too much around the curved 
corners. Stitch panels together using 1cm seam allowance

Repeat for back panel of bag attaching it, right sides together,  to other 
long edge of side panel.

With bag inside out, press top edge of bag down 5cm (2 inches). Stitch 
around top edge of bag to secure, placing edge of presser foot against 
edge of the bag. 

Place zip into window, right sides together, and edge stitch zip in place 
from ride side of pocket. Press down edges of pocket 1cm, pin in place 
on back lining panel and edge stitch to secure in place (as with patch 
pocket).

Fold front, back and base lining panels in half and notch to mark centre 
point. Pin each panel to long edge of base panel (as with outside of bag), 
matching the centre notches, and stitch together using 1cm seam allow-
ance. Leave a gap at least 2.5cm (5 inches) long in one seam so that 
lining can be turned through later.

With lining inside out, place outside shell of bag inside lining (right sides 
together) and pin top edge of lining to raw top edge of bag (rather than 
along the folded edge), taking care to ensure all seams are matched. Sew 
edges together using 1cm seam allowance, making sure not to catch the 
straps.

Pull the bag through hole in the lining. Press gap in seam closed and 
edge stitch together to close gap. 


